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Objective Recent studies highlighted that many HIV-
positive migrants in Europe acquired their infections
post-migration. However, the timing of these infections is
not always known. This study aims to estimate the timing
of post-migration HIV acquisition among sub-Saharan
migrants in France and to understand the correlates of
post-migration infection.
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Introduction

Migrants represent a sizeable proportion of those
affected by the HIV epidemics in Western countries
as they accounted for 15% of new diagnoses in
Europe in 20171 and approximately 16% in the USA
from 2007 to 2010.2 In France, sub-Saharan African
migrants represented 39% of new HIV diagnoses in
2017.3 Virological data from the mid-2000s have

already underlined an important proportion (28%)
of subtype B HIV viruses among migrants from
sub-Saharan Africa in France, which suggests that
these persons were probably infected on the European continent, as this type of virus is rather rare in
sub-Saharan Africa.4 However, only recently has a
growing body of evidence highlighted the fact that
HIV-positive migrants in Europe actually acquired
their infection post-migration.5–9 For heterosexual
transmission, it is estimated that between 33% and
58% of persons acquire their infection after migration, and estimations are as high as 63% for men
having sex with men.6 7 9
Contrary to previous conceptions about sub-
Saharan African migrants all being infected in
their home countries, this evidence paints a totally
renewed picture of the dynamics of HIV among
migrants in Western countries and calls for better
adjusted preventive actions based on the combined
prevention paradigm among this population.
However, to better design these prevention
campaigns and actions, more information is needed
about the dynamics and the determinants of post-
migration HIV acquisition. Nevertheless, the timing
of HIV infection has not yet been assessed: is the
infection concentrated during the first years after
migration during the settlement period, when most
migrants may face a number of social hardships,
or do migrants acquire HIV infection later in their
lives?
The aim of this study is twofold: first, to estimate
the timing of post-migration HIV acquisition among
sub-Saharan African migrants in France and then to
understand the correlates of HIV post-
migration
acquisition during settlement or after settlement.10

Methods
PARCOURS survey

The PARCOURS study is a retrospective quantitative life-event survey that was conducted from 2012
to 2013 in healthcare facilities in the greater Paris
metropolitan area among two random samples of
migrants aged 18 to 59 born in sub-Saharan Africa:
one receiving HIV care (HIV group, N=926) and
another visiting primary care centres (reference
group, N=763). Doctors asked all eligible patients
to participate.
Time–location sampling was performed to obtain
the study sample. Healthcare facilities, outpatient
hospital HIV clinics (n=24) and general practice
medical centres (n=30) were selected using a stratified random sampling procedure based on the
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Timing of settlement in the study population

We have previously shown that it takes a median of 6 years for
PARCOURS participants to have access to three basic elements
of settlement: a personal dwelling, resident permit of at least
1 year, and paid job11 with no difference according to sex or
study group.12 Here, we consider the first 6 years after migration
to be the settlement period and 7 years and more after migration
to be the post-settlement period based on a previous study using
PARCOURS data.11

Groups of interest

We excluded 608 persons (332 in the reference group and 276 in
the HIV group) who had arrived in France for less than 6 years
to ensure a minimum time of observation of 6 years since we
aimed to measure whether HIV infection had taken place before
or after settlement. Additionally, in the HIV group, we excluded
28 people for whom there were missing data to date HIV infection (life-event data or biological data).7

Variables of interest

Information on the year of HIV diagnosis was documented
using both the participants’ reports and medical records. Patient-
reported years of arrival in France, negative HIV tests (if ever)
and year of first intercourse were available in the life-event questionnaire. CD4+ T-cell counts at the time of (1) HIV diagnosis,
(2) initiation of antiretroviral therapy (ART) and (3) survey were
extracted from medical records. We defined the first measurement of CD4+ T-cell count as CD4+ T-cell count at HIV diagnosis or, in case of missing information at diagnosis (n=30), as
first CD4+ T-cell count available before initiation of ART.
For each year between migration to France and year of data
collection, sexual partnerships were documented and then
228

classified as follows: partnerships that lasted at least 1 year
(‘stable’), partnerships that lasted less than 1 year (grouping
short relationships and reports of transactional sex, both at risk
for HIV and STIs13 14), or two or more partnerships within 1 year
(‘concurrent’, based on participants’ declaration of having two
or more relationships overlapping during 1 year). Information
on administrative and housing situations was also collected year
by year.

Statistical analysis

First, based on previous work, we could already identify the
persons infected before arrival.7 Then, to estimate the probability that an individual was infected before or after 6 years in
France, we used a combined method that mixed life-event and
CD4+ T-cell data that has been fully described elsewhere.15
Based on life-event data, we considered that among persons
who had acquired HIV in France, HIV infection had been
acquired during the first 6 years in France if HIV diagnosis
occurred during the first 6 years in France. In addition, we
assumed that HIV infection had probably been acquired after
6 years in France if at least one of the following life-event criteria
was fulfilled: (1) HIV diagnosis at least 11 years after 6 years
in France (ie, 17 years after arrival),16 (2) at least one negative
HIV test after the first 6 years in France and (3) sexual debut
after 6 years in France. If none of these criteria were fulfilled, we
estimated the duration from HIV acquisition to measurement of
first CD4+ T-cell count using statistical modelling of the decline
in CD4+ T-cell count based on a previously described method.17
We modelled the decline in CD4+ T cells using a cohort of West
African seroconverters: the ANRS 1220 PRIMO-CI cohort of
HIV-1 seroconverters in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire.18 The decline
in CD4+ T-cell count (square root-transformed) over time was
estimated using a linear mixed model with random intercept and
slope, adjusted for individual CD4+ T-cell count at first CD4+
T-cell count measure duration from estimated date of HIV seroconversion to first CD4+ T-cell count measure and age at HIV
seroconversion. The proportion of individuals who acquired
HIV infection after 6 years in France and the 95% CIs were estimated according to a conservative scenario if more than 95% of
the simulated durations fell after 6 years in France.
To identify the factors associated with HIV post-migration
acquisition during settlement or after settlement, we used
univariate logistic regression to model the probability of being in
the group who acquired HIV during the settlement period (0–6
years) and being in the group who acquired HIV after settlement
(>6 years) compared with the reference group.
Finally, although life-event data are more reliable at the individual level, we conducted a sensitivity analysis using only the
CD4+ T-cell count modelisation to assign patients to HIV acquisition during settlement or after. Analyses were conducted using
Stata V.14.0.19

Results

A total of 1053 persons were included in the study (622 in the
HIV group, 431 in the reference group) (figure 1), who had all
lived in France for at least 6 years. A full description of the study
population is available in online supplementary material 1. Apart
from slight differences in period and age at arrival; the main
difference observed was that women infected post-settlement
came more frequently to France for family reasons.
In the HIV group, the proportion of persons infected during
settlement (0–6 years after migration) was 58% (55% among
men and 61% among women). Conversely, 42% were infected
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estimated number of migrants in the caseloads of the exhaustive lists of the facilities. General practice medical centres are
primary healthcare facilities of the National Federation of Health
Centres (FNCS) of the Paris region, which brings together most
healthcare facilities irrespective of their status (public, private or
voluntary; 118 facilities) as well as the primary healthcare facilities for vulnerable populations (9 facilities). The sampling frame
consisted of 127 facilities and was stratified by type of facility
and by the number of African migrants in the facility’s municipality. Sampling frames were constructed for each half-day that
the healthcare facilities were open. All eligible patients were
included for each healthcare facility half-day visit.
The data were weighted according to each individual’s probability of inclusion in the survey (ie, considering the probability of
inclusion in the sample for each healthcare facility, the number
of half-days of weekly consultations in each facility included and
the individual study participation per half-day of the included
consultations).
Thirty trained interviewers administered a face-to-face standardised life-
event history questionnaire to each participant.
Information collected included conditions of migration and life
in France, relational and sexual history, and healthcare pathways,
including HIV testing. Each dimension of interest was documented year by year from birth until the time of data collection.
Clinical and laboratory information was collected from medical
records.
All information was collected anonymously. Participants
received €15 vouchers. The complete survey protocol is regisClinicalTrials.
gov (NCT02566148) and is available
tered on 
online (http://ceped.org/parcours/protocol-en.pdf).
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after the settlement period (>6 years after migration) (45% of
men and 39% of women) (figure 2).
Combined with previous work,7 this analysis allows us to have
a global picture of the HIV acquisition timing for the whole HIV
group in the PARCOURS study (figure 3). Among sub-Saharan
men living with HIV in France, 43% (95% CI 38 to 49) acquired
HIV before arrival, 31% (95% CI 23 to 40) acquired it in the
settlement period (0–6 years after migration) and 26% (95% CI

Figure 2 Assignment of HIV acquisition post-settlement (>6 years
after migration) among sub-Saharan African immigrants living with HIV
in the Paris metropolitan area and who acquired HIV after arrival in
France, February 2012–May 2013 (n=277).

Figure 3 Timing of infection among sub-Saharan immigrants living
with HIV in the Paris metropolitan area, according to migration history,
by sex (N=622).
20 to 33) acquired it after settlement (>6 years after migration).
Among women, the proportion of infection before arrival was
higher than among men (59% (95% CI 54 to 65), p<0.01); 25%
(95% CI 20 to 30) acquired HIV during the settlement period
and 16% (95% CI 10 to 23) acquired it after settlement.
Compared with the reference non-infected group, the persons
infected during settlement (0–6 years after migration) more often
experienced years without resident permits (OR 2.40 (1.47 to
3.92)) and more short/transactional partnerships (OR 2.47 (1.45
to 4.21)) than the reference group (figure 4).
Migrants who had acquired HIV after settlement (>6 years
after arrival) were younger at migration, had more short/transactional (OR 1.98 (1.05 to 3.75)) and concurrent (OR 1.91
(1.00 to 3.63)) partnerships than the reference group. There
was no other sociodemographic difference between people who
acquired HIV after settlement and the reference group.
The results of the sensitivity analysis confirmed the robustness
of the method. By exclusively using CD4+ T-cell count modelisation, we found a 90% concordance with our results using both
life-event and CD4+ T-cell count modelisation.

Figure 4 Determinants of post-migration HIV infection among sub-
Saharan migrants living with HIV in the Paris metropolitan area during
settlement or post-settlement (N=277).
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Figure 1 Flow chart of study population, ANRS PARCOURS survey.
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To our knowledge, our results provide the first estimation of the
timing of post-migration HIV acquisition after arrival in a European country. Although the majority of these infections occurred
during settlement (0–6 years after migration), 42% of them
occurred after settlement (>6 years after migration). Although
we could not perform multivariate analysis of the determinants
of this HIV post-
migration acquisition for lack of statistical
power, we were still able to clearly identify two profiles of infection. Consistent with previous analyses, HIV acquisition during
settlement affects the migrants during periods when they are still
undocumented.20 Indeed, it is well known that undocumented
migrants encounter numerous obstacles in their daily life, as
well as anxiety linked to their legal status.21 In such conditions,
prevention of sexual risk is not necessarily a priority. Additionally, being undocumented was found to be associated with transactional relationships and sexual violence, which are high risk
for HIV.20 22 The first profile should be put in perspective with
previous findings on social hardship as a distant factor for HIV
acquisition.
Furthermore, a second profile emerges of migrants, mostly
men, who arrive at a later age and who have long been settled
in France. They are more at risk of HIV acquisition after settlement through short/transactional and concurrent partnerships.
These HIV acquisitions post-settlement are not explained by
specific characteristics that could differentiate this infected
population from the reference group. However, several elements
can explain this HIV post-settlement infection. The fact that
migrants mostly engage in intra-African sexual networks and are
more exposed to HIV could be one of the drivers for this post-
settlement HIV acquisition.23 In another study conducted on
PARCOURS data, it was shown that only a small proportion of
unions started after migration were with non-African partners:
19% of unions among women and 30% among men.24 Furthermore, we found that the level of systematic use of condoms with
occasional partners in the last year (83%, 60% and 29% for
acquisition during the settlement group, post-settlement acquisition group and reference group, respectively) was too low to
prevent new STIs in a context where the prevalence of HIV is
high.25 Thus, sub-Saharan African migrants are engaged mostly
in intra-African networks that are more exposed to HIV, and
the use of condoms is not sufficiently systematic to prevent new
infections. It is interesting to note that among persons infected
after settlement, more arrived in France at a very young age. It
is probable that these persons who were not yet sexually active
when they arrived became infected with HIV after a longer time
in France. However, the other side of the coin is that children
who arrived in France, who grew up in the same educational and
healthcare context as natives, are still at risk of being infected
with HIV years after their arrival. This suggests a certain lack of
prevention among the youth in particular.
These results hold several implications in terms of prevention.
First, newly arrived migrants are a target group for HIV prevention. To reduce new infections among them, the focus should
be on accelerating settlement, hence reducing the period when
people lack resident permit or stable housing, together with
free and easy access to combined prevention tools.26 27 Second,
the settled migrants (>6 years in France) also acquire HIV;
this means that prevention programmes should not be limited
to newly arrived migrants but should also be directed to long-
settled migrants who remain exposed to HIV through unprotected sex. Previous studies have shown how low the perception
of their exposure to HIV and STIs can be28 29; thus, to enhance
230

the use of prevention tools in sub-
Saharan African migrants
living in France, specifically tailored programmes favouring
repeated testing should be designed and tested.
Although based on information given by the interviewees,
histories of migratory path, HIV testing and sexual debut can be
considered reliable since the life-event method greatly supports
the recall process and the order of life events as shown previously.30 31 Moreover, this mode of collection decreases the risk
of desirability bias because the interviewer can compare the
answers given for different periods and fields of life. If inconsistencies are detected, they can check the reliability of the answer
with the patient and correct it.
The main limitation of our study is its lack of statistical power
due to sample size, which prevented us from examining short
and transactional relationships separately, although these are
not the same in terms of subjective experience and capacity to
negotiate the use of prevention tools. Additionally, it prevented
us from conducting separate factor analysis between men and
women although gender norms can play an important role in
sexuality. More research is then needed to better understand the
mechanisms underlying HIV infection once one has arrived in
Europe.
Finally, our data were collected in 2012–2013 before the
arrival of asylum seekers from sub-Saharan Africa from 2015
onwards. However, if anything, we think this recent policy crisis
makes our results even more relevant: many recently arrived
migrants live in harsh conditions in different European countries, including France, as they flee from conflicts and wars in
their own countries. Unfortunately, it is likely that these populations will be exposed to HIV risk during their settlement years if
nothing is done to improve their living conditions.

Conclusion

Among sub-Saharan migrants who acquired HIV after migration, 58% acquired HIV during the settlement period (0–6
years after migration) and 42% acquired it after settlement
(>6 years after migration). Prevention programmes should
ensure that all sub-Saharan African migrants are provided with
free and facilitated access to repeated HIV testing, linkage
to care and treatment if they are HIV-positive and PrEP for
HIV-
negative persons if relevant. In particular, vulnerable
populations who are more at risk for HIV should benefit from
combination prevention programmes in the years that follow
their arrival. The path is still ahead as migrants have been
almost completely absent from clinical trials proposing PrEP32
until now in France.
The newly arrived migrants are the most exposed to HIV in
times of social hardship, and action should be taken to improve
their sexual and global health, bearing in mind the importance of
accelerating migrants’ settlement: a call for a shift in migration
European and national policy. Second, it must not be forgotten
that long-settled sub-Saharan migrants are also at risk of HIV:
specifically tailored prevention programmes should be directed
at them so they can have access to appropriate diversified
prevention tools.
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Discussion
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►► The majority of HIV post-migration acquisition among sub-

Saharan migrants in France occurs during the first 6 years
after migration.
►► Two profiles of HIV post-migration acquisition exist: one
concerns newly arrived migrants, the other long-settled
migrants.
►► HIV acquisitions during the first 6 years are associated to lack
of resident permit.
►► HIV acquisitions after more than 6 years in France are related
to multiple partnerships.
►► Specific prevention programmes should ensure access to free
combined prevention tools among all sub-Saharan migrants.
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